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1 Introduction
$(M,w)$ $H\in C^{\infty}(S^{1}xM)$ ( )
$S^{1}$ $S^{1}=\mathbb{R}/\mathbb{Z}$ $H$ $H(t+1, x)=H(t,x)$
$(t,x)\in \mathbb{R}xM$ ( )
$X_{t}$
$\omega(X_{t},\bullet)=dH_{t}$
$H_{t}=H(t$ , $\bullet$ $)$ $H$
$\frac{dx}{dt}=X_{t}(x)$ (1.1)





$Co\iota lj\mathfrak{e}ture1.1$ . genetic $H\in C^{\infty}(S^{1}xM)$
$\#Per(H;0)\geq\sum_{k}b_{k}(M)$
$0\in\pi_{1}(M)$ $b_{k}(M)$ $M$ $k$ Betti
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$Ono[On95]$ $(M,\omega)$ (semi-
positive or weakly monotone)
$Liu- Tian[LT98]$ Fukaya-Ono[FO99]
$(M,\omega)$ $\omega$ $J$
$J$ : $TMarrow TM$ $\omega$ (w-compatible) $w(JX, JY)=w(X, Y)$
$g_{J}=\omega(\bullet, J\bullet)$ Per$(H;0)$
$CF^{*}(H, J;0)=\bigoplus_{\gamma\in Per(H;0)}\Lambda_{w,0}\langle\gamma\rangle$
$H$ $J$ $\delta^{*}$ : $CF^{\cdot}(H, J;0)arrow$
$CF^{*}(H, J;0)$ $\Lambda_{w,0}$ Novikov

















$\delta^{*}:$ $CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha)arrow CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$
$HF^{\cdot}(H, J;\alpha)$ $H$ $J$
$H\in C^{\infty}(S^{1}xM)$ $C^{1}$-
$HF^{\cdot}(H, J;\alpha)$ $H$ $C^{1}$-
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$HF^{*}(H, J;\alpha)=0$ $H\in C^{\infty}(S^{1}\cross M)$ $C^{1}-$
Per$(H;\alpha)=\emptyset$ $\gamma\in Per(H;\alpha)$
$g_{J}$














$\bullet$ $\alpha\in\pi_{1}(M)$ $\alpha\neq 0$
$\bullet$ $\alpha$







$u_{1}\#(-u_{2})$ $u_{1}$ $u_{2}$ $\gamma_{ref}$ $\gamma_{1}=\gamma_{2}$
$T^{2}$ $M$ $\tilde{\mathcal{L}}_{\alpha}M$
$\mathcal{L}_{\alpha}M$






$\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}([\gamma,u])=-\int_{[0,1]xS^{1}}u^{r}w-\int_{0}^{1}H(t,\gamma(t))dt$ , $[\gamma,u]\in\tilde{\mathcal{L}}_{\alpha}M$ ,
$w$ $\omega=-d\theta$ $\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}([\gamma, u])=$
$\int_{S^{1}}\gamma^{*}\theta-\int_{0}^{1}H(t,\gamma(t))-\int_{S^{1}}\gamma_{ref}^{l}\theta$ 1 $\gamma_{ref}^{*}\theta$ $\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}$




$(d \mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha})_{[\gamma,u]}(X)=\int_{0}^{1}\omega_{\gamma(t)}(\dot{\gamma}-X_{t}(\gamma),X)dt$, $X\in T_{[\gamma,u]}\tilde{\mathcal{L}}_{\alpha}M\cong\Gamma(\gamma^{*}TM)$ ,
Definition 2.2 (Spectrum). Crit $(A_{H,\alpha})$
$\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}$ $Sp\bm{r}(H;\alpha)$
;









Proposition 2.3. $\phi\in Ham(M,w)$ $\phi$
$\mathcal{H}_{\phi}=\{H\in C^{\infty}(S^{1}xM)|H\mapsto\phi\}$
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: $H^{0}\sim H^{1}$ $H^{0}$ $H^{1}$ $\mathcal{H}_{\phi}$
$\{H^{s}\}_{s\in[0,1]}$ $[\phi, H]\in \mathcal{H}_{\phi}/\sim$
$\mathcal{H}_{\phi}/\sim$ Ham$(M,w)$ $\overline{Ham}(M,\omega)$
$Spec(H;\alpha)$
$\underline{s}_{L^{\bm{r}(H;\alpha)}}$ $H\in \mathcal{H}_{\phi}$ $[\phi, H]\in \mathcal{H}_{\phi}/\sim=$
$H\epsilon m(M,\omega)$
Theorem 2.4. $H^{0},$ $H^{1}\in \mathcal{H}_{\phi}$ $\int_{M}H_{0}w^{\mathfrak{n}}=\int_{M}H_{1}w^{\mathfrak{n}}=0$
$H^{0}\sim H^{1}$ $Spec(H^{0};\alpha)$ $Spec(H^{1};\alpha)$
Skecth of Proof. $H^{0}\sim H^{1}$ $H^{0}$ $H^{1}$ 1 $\{H^{\iota}\}_{e\in[0,1]}\subset$
$\mathcal{H}_{\phi}$ $H^{*}$ $X_{t}^{f}$ $\phi_{t}^{l}$ $s\in[0,1]$
$H^{\ell}\in \mathcal{H}_{\phi}$ $\phi_{1}^{\epsilon}=\phi$ $X_{t}^{\epsilon}$ 1-
$\gamma$ $\gamma(0)$ $\phi_{1}^{l}=\phi$
Per$(H^{\ell};\alpha)\cong Per(H^{0};\alpha)$ , Crit $(\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha})\cong Crit(A_{H^{0},\alpha})$ , $s\in[0,1]$
Crit $(\mathcal{A}_{H^{0},\alpha})$ Crit $(\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha})$
$\psi_{t}^{\delta}=\phi_{t}\cdot\circ(\phi_{t}^{0})^{-1}$ $\psi_{t}^{l}$





















$(A \in\Gamma\sum_{a},c_{A}A)$ $( \sum_{B\in\Gamma_{w}}$
.
$d_{B}B)= \sum_{\alpha}.c_{A}d_{B}AB=\sum_{AA,B\in\Gamma}(\sum_{B}c_{A-B}d_{B})A$
Novikov $\Lambda_{w,\alpha}$ $CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$
$( \sum_{A\in\Gamma_{w\alpha}},c_{A}A)\cdot(\sum_{\overline{\gamma}}a_{\tilde{\gamma}}\tilde{\gamma})=\sum_{\tilde{\gamma}}(\sum_{A}a_{A^{-1}\tilde{\gamma}^{C}A})\tilde{\gamma}$




$CF^{\cdot}(H, J;\alpha)$ Conley-Zehnder $\mu$ : Crit $(A_{H.\alpha})arrow Z$
Conley-Zehnder Maslov
Conley-Zehnder $\mu$
$\mu(A\cdot\overline{\gamma})=\mu(\tilde{\gamma})+2c_{1}(A)$, $\tilde{\gamma}\in Crit(\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}),$ $A\in\Gamma_{w,\alpha}$ ,
Conley-Zehnder [SZ92, Sa99]
Conley-Zehnder $CF^{\cdot}(H, J;\alpha)$
$CF^{k}(H, J;\alpha)=\{\sum_{\overline{\gamma}\in Crit(A_{H,a})}a_{\overline{\gamma}}\tilde{\gamma}\in CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha)|a_{7}\neq 0\Rightarrow\mu(\tilde{\gamma})\cong k$ mod $2N\}$ .
$N\in N$ ${\rm Im}(c_{1} : \Gamma_{w,\alpha}arrow \mathbb{Z};A-\rangle c_{1}(A))$ ${\rm Im} c_{1}=\{0\}$
$N=+\infty$







$\tilde{y}$ ” ” $grad\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}$
” ”
$n(\tilde{x},\tilde{y})$ ( )L\alpha M











$\frac{\partial v}{\partial s}+J(v)(\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}-X_{t}(v))=0$ (2.2)
$8,$ \sim $\mathbb{R}xS^{1}$ 1, 2 (2.2)
.
$\tilde{\gamma}_{\pm}=[\gamma_{\pm,u\pm}]\in Crit(\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha})$ $\tilde{\gamma}_{-}$ $\tilde{\gamma}+$ $grffi\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}$
.
$\overline{\mathcal{M}}(\overline{\gamma}_{-},\tilde{\gamma}_{+})=\{v$ : $\mathbb{R}\cross S^{1}arrow M|[x_{+},u_{+}]=[x_{+},u_{-}\# v]vlh(2.2)$
$bf^{\sim}.$
$\lim_{\epsilonarrow\pm\infty}v(s,t)=\gamma_{\pm}(t)\}$
$u_{-}\# v$ $u_{-}$ $v$ $\gamma_{-}$
$\overline{\mathcal{M}}(\tilde{\gamma}_{-},\tilde{\gamma}_{+})$
$\mathbb{R}$
$(s_{0}\cdot v)(s,t)=v(s+s_{0}, t)$ , $v\in\overline{\mathcal{M}}(\tilde{\gamma}_{-},\tilde{\gamma}_{+}),$ $s_{0}\in \mathbb{R}$ ,
$\mathbb{R}$
$\mathcal{M}(\tilde{\gamma}_{-},\tilde{\gamma}_{+})=\overline{\mathcal{M}}(\tilde{\gamma}_{-},\tilde{\gamma}_{+})/\mathbb{R}$
Deflnition 2.5. $\tilde{x},\tilde{y}\in Crit(\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha})$ $n(\tilde{x},\tilde{y})=\#\mathcal{M}(\tilde{x},\tilde{y})$
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Definition 2.6 (Semi-Positivity). $(M,\omega)$ $(semi- positive)$ $(w\alpha ly$
monotone)
$w(A)>0$ and $6-2n\leq c_{1}(A)<0$
$A\in\pi_{2}(M)$ $2n=\dim M$
$H^{0},$ $H^{1}\in \mathcal{H}_{\phi}$ $\int_{M}H_{0}\omega^{n}=\int_{M}H_{1}w^{n}=0$
$H^{0}\sim H^{1}$
Theorem 2.7. $(M,w)$ $H,$ $J$ genetic $\tilde{x},\tilde{y}\in$
$Crit(\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha})$ $\mu(\tilde{y})=\mu(\tilde{x})+1$ $\mathcal{M}(\tilde{x},\tilde{y})$






Theorem 2.8. $(M,w)$ $H,$ $J$ gene $c$
$\mathcal{M}(\tilde{x},\tilde{z})$ $C\mathcal{M}(\tilde{x},\tilde{z})$ $\mu(\tilde{z})=\mu(\tilde{x})+2$ $\tilde{x},$ $2$
$\partial(C\mathcal{M}(\tilde{x},\tilde{z}))=$ $\cup$ $\mathcal{M}(\tilde{x},\tilde{y})x\mathcal{M}(\tilde{y},\tilde{z})$
\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}( $=\mu(\overline{x})+1$
Deflnition 2.9. $(CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha),$ $\delta^{*}$ )
(CF*(H, $J;\alpha$), $\delta^{*}$ ) $HF^{\cdot}(H, J;\alpha)$










$CF_{a}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)=\{\sum a_{\overline{\gamma}}\tilde{\gamma}\in CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha)|A_{H,\alpha}(\tilde{\gamma})\leq a\}$ . (3.1)
$a\in \mathbb{R}$
$a$ $Sp\bm{r}(H;\alpha)$ ; $a\not\in Spec(H;\alpha)$ .
(2.1) $CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$ filtration(3.1)
$\delta^{k}(CF_{a}^{k}(H, J;\alpha))\subset CF_{a}^{k+1}(H, J;\alpha)$
$\tilde{\gamma}\pm\in Crit(A_{H,\alpha}),$ $\mu(\gamma_{+}^{-})=\mu(\tilde{\gamma}_{-})+1$ , (energy
identity)
$\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}(\tilde{\gamma}_{-})-\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}(\tilde{\gamma}_{+})=\int_{RxS^{1}}|\frac{\partial u}{\partial s}|^{2}dsdt$, $u\in\overline{\mathcal{M}}(\tilde{\gamma}_{-},\overline{\gamma}_{+})$ ,
$\overline{\mathcal{M}}(\tilde{\gamma}_{-},\tilde{\gamma}_{+})\neq\emptyset$
$\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}(\tilde{\gamma}_{+})\leq \mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}(\tilde{\gamma}_{-})$
(2.1) $\delta^{k}(CF_{a}^{k}(H, J;\alpha))\subset CF_{a}^{k+1}(H, J;\alpha)$ o
$CF_{a}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$
$HF_{a}^{k}=\frac{ker(\delta^{k}:CF_{a}^{k}arrow CF_{a}^{k+1})}{{\rm Im}(\delta^{k-1}:CF_{a}^{k-1}arrow CF_{a}^{k})}$
ﬄtered CF: $=CF_{a}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$
$H$ $J$ $CF_{a}^{s}=CF_{a}^{l}(H, J;\alpha)$
$a,$ $b\in \mathbb{R}$ $a<b$ . ; $a,$ $b\not\in$





$HF_{\langle a,b)}^{k}(H, J;\alpha)=\frac{ker(\delta^{k}:CF_{(a,b)}^{k}arrow CF_{(a,b)}^{k+1})}{{\rm Im}(\delta^{k}:CF_{(a,b)}^{k-1}arrow CF_{(a,b)}^{k})}$
ltered ﬄtered $CF_{(a,b)}(H, J;\alpha)$
ﬄtered $HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$ $\mathcal{K}_{\alpha}$-
$CF_{(a,b}^{*},(H, J;\alpha)$ $HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$ $\mathbb{Z}_{2}$-
ﬄtered
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(0) ﬄtered $HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$ $M$ $J$
$M$ $J_{0},$ $J_{1}$
$HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J_{0};\alpha)\cong HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J_{1};\alpha)$
$HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H;\alpha)=HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$
(1) unfiltered $HF^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$ filtered
$HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$
(2) filtered $HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$ $a,$ $b$
$a,$ $b$ $HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$
(3) filtered $HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$ $H\in C^{\infty}(S^{1}xM)$
( ) $[$\phi , $H]\in\overline{Ham}(M,w)$
(4) $H\in C^{\infty}(S^{1}xM)$ filtered
$HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$
(1) ﬄtered













Theorem 3.2 (cf. [Oh02]). $H^{0},$ $H^{1}\in \mathcal{H}_{\phi}$ $H_{0}w^{n}= \int_{M}H_{1}\omega^{\mathfrak{n}}=0$
2. $S$ $H^{0}\sim H^{1}$
S. 1
$HF_{a,b)}(H^{0}, J;\alpha)\cong HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H^{1}, J;\alpha)$
$a,b\not\in Spec(H^{0};\alpha)=Sp\bm{m}(H^{1};\alpha)$ .
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2.4 3.2 $Spec(H^{0};\alpha)=Sp\bm{r}(H^{1}; \alpha)$
(0) filtered
$HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(\tilde{\phi};\alpha)=HF_{(a,b)}^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$ , $\tilde{\phi}=[\phi,H]\in\overline{Ham}(M,\omega)$ ,
(4)
Theorem 3.3 $(Floer- Hofer[FH94])$ . $H^{0},$ $H^{1}\in C^{\infty}(S^{1}xM)$ ‘ $a,b\not\in Spec(H^{0};\alpha)\cup$
$Spec(H^{1};\alpha)$
$\epsilon=\inf\{|\lambda-a|, |\lambda-b||\lambda\in Spec(H^{0};\alpha)\cup Spec(H^{1};\alpha)\}$
$||H^{0}-H^{1}\Vert_{C^{0}(S^{1}xM)}<\epsilon/3$












$c_{A}A$ : $|\#\{A|c_{A}\neq 0,\omega(A)\leq\lambda\}<\infty,$ $\forall\lambda\in \mathbb{R}\}$
Novikov $\Lambda_{w,\alpha}$ $nxn$ $GL(n, \Lambda_{w,\alpha})$







Definition 4.1 (Whitehead group). $\Gamma_{w,\alpha}=GL(1, A\alpha)$
$Wh(\Lambda_{w,\alpha})=\frac{\overline{K}_{1}(\Lambda_{\omega,\alpha})}{\Gamma_{w,\alpha}}=\frac{K_{1}(\Lambda_{w,\alpha})}{\{\pm\Gamma_{\omega,\alpha}\}}$
$\Lambda_{w,\alpha}$ Whitehead




$\{\tilde{\gamma}_{1}^{k}\}_{i}$ $\sim_{\alpha}$- $CF^{k}$ $ker(\delta^{k} : CF^{k}arrow CF^{k+1})$
$\Lambda_{w,\alpha}$- $\{\tilde{x}_{j}^{k}\}_{j}$
$CF^{n}(H, J;\alpha)$ ker $\delta^{k}={\rm Im}\delta^{k-1}$
$0arrow ker\delta^{k}arrow CF^{k}arrow{\rm Im}\delta^{k}=ker\delta^{k+1}arrow 0$
ker $\delta^{k}$ , ker $\delta^{k+1}$ $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{j}^{k}\}_{j},$ $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{j}^{k+1}\}_{j}$ $CF^{k}$ $\{\tilde{y}_{1}^{k}\}$:
$\Lambda_{w,\alpha}$- $CF^{k}$ 2 $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{1}^{k}\}_{i}$ $\{\tilde{y}_{1}^{k}\}_{i}$
2 $A^{k}=(ak_{it})$ ; $\tilde{y}_{i}^{k}=\sum_{l}a_{il}^{k}\tilde{\gamma}_{l}$ .
$A^{k}$ Novikov $\Lambda_{\omega,\alpha}$
Deflnition 4.2. $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{1}^{k}\}_{i}$ ,\alpha - $(CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha),$ $\delta^{*}$ )
$(CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha)$ , \delta Whitehead
$\tau=\tau(CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha),\delta,$ $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{i}^{k}\}_{i,k}$ ) $= \sum_{k}(-1)^{k}[A^{k}]\in Wh(\Lambda_{v,\alpha})$
Whitehead ker $\delta^{k}$ 3k.}j
Whitehead }-- $CF^{k}$ $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{i}^{k}\}_{t}$
$CF^{k}$ $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{i}^{k}\}_{i}$ :CF’ Per$(H;\alpha)$
,\alpha - $CF^{k}$ $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{i}^{k}\}_{i}$
$\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha}$ $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{1}^{k}\}_{i}\subset Crit(A_{H,\alpha})$
$|\mu(\tilde{\gamma}_{1}^{k})-\mu(\tilde{\gamma}_{j}^{k})|<2N$, for all $i,j$,
$N\in N$ ${\rm Im}(\Gamma_{w,\alpha}arrow \mathbb{Z};A\mapsto c_{1}(A))$
$CF^{k}$ $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{1}^{k}\}:\subset Crit(\mathcal{A}_{H,\alpha})$ canonical
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$\{\tilde{\gamma}_{i}^{k}\}_{t}$ Whitehead $\tau=\tau(CF^{*}, \delta, \{\tilde{\gamma}_{i}^{k}\}_{i,k})$
$\{\tilde{\gamma}_{i}^{k}\}_{i,k}$ $CF^{k}$ $\{\tilde{\gamma}_{i}^{k}\}_{i,k}$
$\tau=\tau(CF^{*}(H, J;\alpha))$




Theorem 4.3. $H^{0},$ $H^{1}\in \mathcal{H}_{\phi}$ 2.3
$\tau(CF^{*}(H^{0}, J;\alpha))=\tau(CF^{*}(H^{1}, J;\alpha))$
$\tau(CF^{\cdot}(H, J;\alpha))$ $J$ $J$
filtered
$(CF^{*}(H, J_{0};\alpha),$ $\delta_{0}$ ) $\cong(CF^{l}(H, J_{1};\alpha),$ $\delta_{1}$ )
Skecth of Pmof. 2.3 $H^{0},$ $H^{1}$ $H^{0}$ $H^{1}$ 1
$\{H^{\ell}\}_{\iota\in[0,1]}\subset \mathcal{H}_{\phi}$ 24
Per$(H^{\delta};\alpha)\cong Per(H^{0};\alpha),$ $Crit(\mathcal{A}_{H\cdot,\alpha})\cong Crit(\mathcal{A}_{H^{0},\alpha})$ $CF^{\cdot}(H^{\delta}, J;\alpha)$
$\Lambda_{\omega,\alpha^{-}}$ $s\in[0,1]$




$s_{1},$ $s_{1},$ $\cdots s_{m}\in[0,1]$ .
(2.2) Floer[F188-31 Sdlivan[Su02]
$\epsilon>0$
$T_{k}$ : $(CF^{k}(H^{\epsilon 0-\epsilon}, J;\alpha),$ $\delta_{0-e}^{k}$) $arrow(CF^{k}(H^{\epsilon_{0}+\epsilon}, J;\alpha),$ $\delta_{0+\epsilon}^{k}$)
$T_{k}\circ\delta_{s_{0}-\epsilon}^{k}=\delta_{\iota_{0+6}}^{k}\circ T_{k}$ $CF^{k}(H^{\iota_{0}-\epsilon}, J;\alpha)$ $CF^{k}(H^{\iota_{0}+\epsilon}, J;\alpha)$
canonical elementray
elementray $T_{k}$ 1 off diagonal
$\Gamma_{w,\alpha}$
Whitehead :
$\tau(CF^{*}(H^{\iota 0-\epsilon}, J;\alpha))=\tau(CF^{*}(H^{\epsilon_{0}+\epsilon}, J;\alpha))$ .
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